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The potato cyst nematodes (PCN) Globodera rostochiensis and G. pallida and the root-
knot nematodes Meloidogyne chitwoodi and M. fallax are important nematodes for
potato production. Not only are they causing direct damage but also their status as
quarantine nematodes jeopardizes international trade. Early detection of these species is
of paramount importance. During the last decade, molecular tools have been developed
that allow accurate identification and quantification. The challenge is to validate the
methods and evaluate their performance for routine use. Specificity, sensitivity, selec-
tivity and repeatability are of major importance to enable high throughput analysis.
Examples from validation for M. chitwoodi and M. fallax were given during the
workshop. Methods with high sensitivity (able to detect low numbers) are not always
as specific (able to differentiate target species from others in mixtures) as other methods
which on their turn are less sensitive. However, most errors will be made before the
molecular analysis. Sampling and extraction of nematodes from the matrix (e.g., soil,
potato peels, roots) is a limiting factor. During the discussion, it was clear that sampling
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remains very important, and clear guidelines depending on the goal should be provided.
EPPO standards and EU Council Directives for sampling, extraction and identification
of G. rostochiensis, G. pallida,M. chitwoodi andM. fallax have been developed. Real-
time PCR directly from the matrix can overcome extraction errors but has other
limitations. Inhibitory molecules, soil type and organic matter can influence the results.
Nonviable or dead nematodes present in the matrix will also have an effect. Further
development of molecular techniques should try to include a threshold for harmfulness.
For farmers and growers, this threshold can be an important tool to assess potential
damage. It might also allow agricultural land to be declared safe at an earlier stage,
before complete eradication of the quarantine nematodes. In Norway, a ban of 40 years
is in place for G. pallida and virulent G. rostochiensis infested fields. Since 1955,
surveys have been organized and in 2009, a survey to update the PCN occurrence was
started. Seed potato areas were found to be free of PCN for more than 50 years now.
Identification was mainly done based on morphology, but a large variability has been
observed. Therefore, molecular tools become more important. In contrast to many other
countries, Norway has an open policy and provides a register of PCN infested land for
farmers. No chemical fumigants have been used in Norway, and management strategies
highly depend on strict phytosanitary measures and the use of resistant cultivars.
However, the development of durable resistance, especially against G. pallida, is a
difficult and long process. Pyramiding resistance genes is promising but difficult to
achieve. Marker-assisted selection (MAS) can speed up the breeding process and
allows selection of traits that are difficult to evaluate phenotypically. Research at
Teagasc showed that MAS pyramiding of the resistance quantitative trait loci (QTL)
GpaIVs

adg andGpaV resulted in an additive effect with a high level of resistance against
G. pallida Pa2/3. However, differences in virulence and aggressiveness of nematode
populations remain important factors in the development of broad and durable
resistance. A genetic basis for these differences between populations will facilitate
the development of durable resistance.

From this workshop, it is clear that the fast development of molecular tools has a big
impact on different aspects of quarantine nematodes in potato. Diagnostic research
becomes more accurate but still depends on scientifically sound sampling and extrac-
tion techniques. For management, there is a need for molecular tools that can detect
differences in aggressiveness and virulence between nematode populations and can
determine a threshold for harmfulness. Further efforts should focus on these aspects.
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